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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10414-10103
SECRET
15 LIMITED
16 LILYRIC
17 LICALLA

KDFACTOR/KDABSINTHE & KDLITERAL 50-6-74/6 50-6-74/7
See non-official file folder under WH/1

WH/1 12 Folders
JOB # 73-506 NON-CS Jan. 70 - Dec. 70
8 February 1973

Non CS photographic coverage files received from Station via HMMT-11368, 17 March 1972, (copy included in Box), tied in with project:

6 folders (June - Dec. 1970) labeled LILYRIC (now KDABSINTHE)
6 folders (Jan. - Dec. 1970) labeled LICALLA (now KDLITERAL) (Cont.) over

KDFACTOR Formerly LIEMPTY 050-006-74/1/2/3/4/ 6/7
WH/1/FI 7 Folders C&C
Jan. 1958 56 May 1973
JOB # 73-855/64
50-6-74/1 - Jan. 59 - May 73
50-6-74/2 - Oct. 58 - Mar. 72
50-6-74/3 - Oct. 58 - Apr. 73
50-6-74/4 - Aug. 59 - Apr. 72
KDFACTOR/KDABSINTH 50-6-74/8 - Jan. 56 - Nov. 67
" " 50-6-74/6 - Sep. 67 - June 70
KDFACTOR/KDLITERAL 50-6-74/7 - Nov. 56 - Jan. 67

FORM 1666 RETURNED TO DESK 18 APRIC 74

Russ Holmes has entire project
KDFACTOR (See LIEMPTY - former crypt) 50-6-74/5

WH/1/FI/CI
JOB # 72-143/85 1 Folder C&C
20 October 1971 1955 -1969

Form 1666 returned to desk 31 JUL 1972
KDFACTOR was formerly LIEMPTY and there are previous retirements under Job 72-143/85 for 50 65747565 &-7 folders closed and Job 70-236 (for 3 boxes Jan. 1967 - Aug. 1968 of photos & negatives)